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Abstract

This paper presents a strategy for controlling a

STATCOM to act as an instantaneous reactive

current source. The STATCOM, consisting of

a three phase inverter along with a capacitive

filter for the dc bus and inductive line-side fil-
ters, is modeled with the overall objective of

using it for load voltage regulation. Fast con-

trol of the reactive current is achieved using

direct feedback linearization with respect to

one control input. The other control input is

used to indirectly regulate the dc bus capac-

itor voltage via regulation of the real current

to a quasi-steady state value. Asymptotic sta-

bility of the system is rigorously established

and a region of convergence is computed as a

by-product of the stability analysis. Simula-

tion results of the controlled STATCOM inte-

grated with a distribution system model and a

load voltage controller show the e cacy of the

control strategy.

1 Introduction

In a power distribution system, fast load voltage regu-

lation is required to compensate for time varying loads

such as electric arc furnaces, fluctuating output power
of wind generation systems, and transients on parallel

connected loads [1]-[3]. A specially important prob-

lem is that of voltage flicker - a modulation of the
phase voltage magnitude in the frequency range of 0.1

to 30 Hz. This is important due to the resulting varia-

tion in the light intensity of incandescent lamps. Due

to their high control bandwidth, Static Compensators

(STATCOMs) based on three phase pulse width mod-

ulated voltage source converters, have been proposed

for voltage regulation [4]-[7]. For e ecting fast con-

trol, the STATCOM is usually modeled using the d q
axis theory for balanced three phase systems, which

allows definition of instantaneous reactive current and
instantaneous magnitude of phase voltages (e.g., see

[8]).

In [9], a load voltage magnitude controller was de-

signed assuming the STATCOM to be a controlled

reactive current source. This paper addresses control

of the STATCOM internal dynamics and its integra-

tion with the voltage magnitude controller designed

in [9]. A three phase inverter with line side inductive

filters and a capacitor for the dc bus is used as the
STATCOM. The control strategy accepts a reference

reactive current input computed from the control and

estimation strategy of [9] and utilizes the quadrature-

axis inverter duty ratio to ensure that the STATCOM

supplies the required reactive current to establish load

voltage magnitude control. Since the direct-axis duty

ratio cannot be used to directly control the dc bus

voltage because of the non-minimum phase nature of

the system, we propose an indirect technique which

utilizes (i) a relationship between the steady state d-

axis current and the dc bus voltage, and (ii) feedback

linearization to regulate the d-axis current. In order

to alleviate problems with steady-state errors due to

control dependence on knowledge of model parame-

ters, an adaptive update law is designed that guar-

antees parameter identification. Asymptotic stability
of the system inside a computable region of attrac-

tion is established. Detailed simulation studies prove

the e ectiveness of the strategy and provide further

insights into the nature of the integrated system.

Section 2 presents relevant background regarding sys-

tem modeling and regulation of load voltage magni-

tude. The STATCOM model is presented in Section

3. Control objectives are stated in Section 4. The

control strategy and estimator design are described

in Section 5. Stability analysis is presented in Section

6. Simulation results and discussions are presented in

Section 7.

2 Background

Since this paper aims to extend the work of the au-

thors in modeling and voltage regulation for a load on

a distribution system using STATCOMs, we present
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succinctly some of the background material previously

published in a series of papers leading up and relevant

to the issues addressed in this paper. We begin by de-

scribing the system dynamics on the distribution-side

assuming that the STATCOM acts as a controlled re-

active current source.1 Similar to [9, 10], we use a

simplified model for a load supplied on a power dis-
tribution system. It consists of the source modeled

as an infinite bus (vs,abc), the distribution line repre-
sented by an inductive impedance (Rs, Ls), the load
modeled by a resistance2 (RL = 1/gL), a STATCOM
in parallel with the load modeled as an ideal current

source, and a coupling capacitor3 (Cc). It is assumed
that the source, load, and the STATCOM are bal-

anced three-phase systems. Thus the system dynam-

ics can be represented in the following equivalent two

phase d q system [10]

Ccv̇Ld = gLvLd + isd + iSCd (1)

Lsi̇sd = vLd Rsisd + Lsisq + Vs cos (2)

Lsi̇sq = Rsisq Lsisd Vs sin (3)

˙ = s (4)

=
isq + iSCq
CcvLd

(5)

where vLd (t) , isd (t) , isq (t) , and (t) 1 are

the states of the distribution-side system, (t)
d /dt, Vs denotes the constant magnitude of the infi-
nite bus voltage, while s represents the constant fre-

quency of the infinite bus voltage. Since vLq (t) 0
by the above choice for (t), vLd (t) represents the
instantaneous magnitude of the load phase voltages,

while iSCq (t) 1 denotes the reactive current sup-

plied by the STATCOM and is considered to be the

control input to the system. If parasitic losses are ig-

nored, a STATCOM only supplies reactive power so

iSCd 0 in (1).

The distribution system modeled by the dynamics of

(1)-(5) is non-minimum phase when vLd (t) is chosen
as the output of the system with iSCq (t) as the con-
trol input [10]. E cacious Lyapunov-based control

strategies for voltage regulation and flicker mitigation
were proposed in [9] and were shown to outperform

the linear controller. To motivate the remainder of

the paper, we present here the following readily im-

1Depending on the avaialble dc bus voltage, the instanta-

neous line voltage and filter inductance, the output current of
the STATCOM can be controlled within limits of magnitude

and response time, by using Pulse Width Modulation (PWM).
2As described in [9], the assumption of a purely resistive

load allows for simplicity of analysis and does not involve any

loss of generality.
3 See [11] for details on inclusion of Cc.

plementable control strategy from [9]

iSCq = isq +CcvLd s +
ĝL

.

ĝL +k ( )

+
vLd sin

Lsism.

ĝL = kgvLdṽLd
(6)

where k , kg
1 are positive control gains, ism =

i2sd + i
2
sq

1/2
, = arctan (isq/isd) , ĝL (t) denotes a

dynamic load estimate, vLd denotes the reference load
voltage magnitude, ṽLd denotes the voltage regulation
error, while (ĝL) , (ĝL) denote quasi-steady solu-
tions for the system of (1)-(5).4

3 STATCOM Model

In this section, we present the internal dynamics of the

STATCOM implemented by a three-phase inverter

along with the dynamics of the dc bus capacitor volt-

age and the filter inductances. Under the assumption
that the internal dynamics of a STATCOM are much

slower than the switching frequency of the inverter

[12], the STATCOM dynamics can be represented by

the following set of equations

CdcV̇dc = pVdc uTabciSC,abc (7)

Lsci̇SC,abc = uabcVdc vLd,abc RsciSC,abc (8)

uabc = dabc (da + db + dc) /3 (9)

where Cdc, p,Rsc, Lsc
1 denote, respectively, the

inverter dc bus capacitance, parasitic conductance in

parallel with the capacitor, inverter and inductor par-

asitic resistance, and inverter filter inductance, Vdc (t)
is the inverter dc bus voltage, iSC (t) denotes in-
verter output current, vLd (t) denotes the load volt-
age, dabc (t) denotes the duty ratios5 for the three in-
verter legs while the subscript ‘abc’ refers to vectors

of individual phase quantities. Applying the global

invertible d q transformation, one can transform the
three phase dynamics of (7)-(9) to the d q reference
frame as follows

CdcV̇dc = pVdc udiSCd uqiSCq (10)

Lsci̇SCd = vLd RsciSCd + LsciSCq
+udVdc

(11)

Lsci̇SCq = RsciSCq LsciSCd + uqVdc(12)

where Vdc (t) , iSCd (t) ,and iSCq (t) are the states of
the STATCOM, ud (t) and uq (t) are the control in-
puts, while (t) has been previously defined.

4Note that this quasi-steady state solution changes as ĝL
changes.

5Duty ratio for an inverter leg is defined as the ratio of the
time in a switching cycle that the output is connected to the top

of the dc bus to the switching time period. Thus, dabc [0, 1] .
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4 Control Objective

Motivated by the desire to take advantage of the

control design of (6) and the fact that the STAT-

COM internal dynamics are much faster than the

distribution-side dynamics of the previous Section,

we make the assumptions that (a) the signal iSCq (t)
in the distribution-side dynamics can be replaced by

iSCq and (1)-(5) can be analyzed as was done in [9],
(b) for the subsystem of (10)-(12), iSCq can be con-
sidered to be a constant reference input computed

via (6), (c) the load voltage vLd (t) can be treated
as a constant input into the STATCOM subsystem

such that a quasi-steady solution for (10)-(12) is read-

ily obtainable, and (d) the parasitic conductance p
[pmin, pmax], where pmin, pmax > 0 are known apri-

ori.

Provided that the system states are measurable, and

the model parameters Rsc and Lsc are known, the
primary control objective is to rapidly regulate the

reactive STATCOM current iSCq(t) to the reference
value iSCq. A secondary control objective is to bound
the dc bus voltage Vdc (t) around a desired value de-
noted by Vdc > 0. An additional control objective is
to compensate for uncertainty in the knowledge of the

parasitic conductance p. Motivated by our primary
control objective, we begin by defining the reactive
current regulation error eq (t)

1 as follows

eq = iSCq iSCq (13)

Equation (12) readily suggests the utilization of uq (t)
toward rapid convergence of eq (t) to the origin.

However, the secondary control objective cannot be

achieved directly via ud (t) through the dynamics of
(10) because of the possibility of a vanishing iSCd (t)
during the transient. To address this problem, we de-

fine the direct-axis current tracking error ed (t) 1

as follows

ed = iSCd iSCd (14)

where iSCd iSCq, Vdc, vLd, p̂ (t)
1 is a tracking

trajectory for iSCd (t) which is explicitly obtained in
the following manner

iSCd(t) =
vLd + v2Ld 4Rsc(p̂Vdc

2 +RsciSCq
2)

2Rsc
(15)

where p̂ (t) 1 is a yet to be designed dynamic es-

timate for p. We would like to note here that (15)
is obtained from a quasi-steady solution6 of the sys-

tem dynamics of (10)-(12) as similarly done in [9].

Provided we can prove asymptotic convergence of

6The quasi-steady solution gives two values of iSCd. The
value with lower magnitude is chosen since we want to minimize

power dissipation in the STATCOM.

p̂ (t) , iSCq (t) , and iSCd (t) to p, iSCq, and iSCd (·),
respectively, the system states will converge to the

desired operating point as specified by setting the left
hand side of (10)-(12) to zero. To prove convergence

for p̂ (t), we define the parasitic conductance estima-
tion error p̃ (t) 1, and Ṽdc(t)

1, an auxiliary

error signal, as follows

p̃ = p p̂ (16)

Ṽdc = Vdc V̂dc (17)

where V̂dc(t)
1 denotes the yet to be designed es-

timator for the dc bus voltage.

5 Control Strategy and Estimator Design

In this section, we motivate and present the design of

the control signals ud (t) , uq (t) as well as estimation

signals p̂ (t) and V̂dc (t). We begin by first designing
the control signals in order to drive ed (t) , eq (t) to the
origin. After taking the time derivative of the q axis

current regulatory error of (13) and substituting the

dynamics for i̇SCq(t) from (12), we obtain the open

loop error dynamics for eq (t) as follows

Lscėq = RsciSCq LsciSCd + uqVdc (18)

For exponential convergence of eq (t) to zero, we de-
sign the control input uq (t) as follows

uq =
1

Vdc
(RsciSCq + LsciSCd kqeq) (19)

where kq > 0 is a constant control gain. After sub-
stitution of (19) into (18), we obtain the closed-loop

error dynamics for eq (t) as

Lscėq = kqeq (20)

Similarly as above, we obtain the open loop error dy-

namics for ed (t) as follows

Lscėd = vLd RsciSCd + LsciSCq + udVdc

Lsc
iSCd
p̂

.

p̂

(21)

We design the control input ud (t) as

ud =
1

Vdc
vLd +RsciSCd LsciSCq

+Lsc
iSCd
p̂

.

p̂ kded
(22)

so that we obtain the closed-loop tracking error dy-

namics for ed (t) as

Lscėd = kded (23)

where kd > 0 is a constant control gain.
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We now begin to design the estimators to address the

issue of convergence for p̂ (t). Motivated by the struc-
ture of (10), we design the auxiliary signal V̂dc (t) as
follows

Cdc

.

V̂ dc= p̂Vdc udiSCd uqiSCq + kvṼdc,

V̂dc (0) = Vdc (0)
(24)

where kv > 0 is a constant estimator gain. Now, we
can obtain the dynamics for the auxiliary error signal

Ṽdc (t) as follows

Cdc

.

Ṽdc= Vdcp̃ kvṼdc (25)

where we have utilized (10), (17), and (24). Motivated

by the dynamics above and our subsequent stability

analysis, the parameter estimate p̂(t) 1 is designed

as follows

.

p̂=
.

p̃=
1 if p̂ [pmin, pmax) and 1 0

1 if p̂ (pmin, pmax] and 1 0
0 otherwise

(26)

where 1(t) 1 is defined as follows

1 = kpVdcṼdc (27)

where kp > 0 is a constant adaptation gain. If we
choose p̂(0) [pmin, pmax], the above update law for
p̂(t) ensures that p̂(t) [pmin, pmax] t, and as a con-
sequence, we can claim that p̂ (t) , p̃ (t) L .

6 Stability Analysis

Before we get to the main result, we state and prove

the following lemma.

Lemma 1 The signals iSCd(t), iSCq(t), Vdc(t) L .

Proof: Let V0 =
1

2
zT z be a non-negative func-

tion. By di erentiating V0 (t) along the dynam-
ics of (10)-(12), it is easy to see that z (t)
iSCd iSCq Vdc

3 can be upperbounded as

follows

||z (t) || 2

1
||z (0) || exp( 3

2 2
t)+

2

1 3

sup
t
|vLd|

where i > 0 depend on system parameters. Thus,

||z (t) || L iSCd(t), iSCq(t), Vdc(t) L .

6.1 Main Theorem

Theorem 2 If the control gains kd, kq and the initial
errors ed (0) , eq (0) are selected such that the following

su cient conditions hold for the nominal model of the

STATCOM

kd > Lsc 6 kq > Lsc 6 (28)

ed(0) 2
1

d 6

+
e2d(0) 3

2 1
d 6

+
eq(0) 4
1

q 6

+
e2q(0) 5

2 1
q 6

< Vdc
2pmin

2Lsc
Cdc

p2e
1

6

,

(29)

then the errors ed(t), eq(t) and p̃(t) asymptotically
converge to the origin and all plant and controller

signals remain bounded. Here, pe, i i = 2...6 are
model dependent constants defined in Appendices B
and C, while d k 1

d Lsc and q k 1
q Lsc are the

time constants associated with ed(t) and eq(t), respec-
tively.

Proof : From (20) and (23), we already know that

ed(t), eq(t) asymptotically (exponentially) converge to
the origin. We begin the remainder of the proof by

defining a positive function V1(t) 1 as follows

V1 =
1

2
CdcṼ

2
dc +

1

2
k 1
p p̃2 (30)

After taking the time derivative of (30) along the tra-

jectories of (25) and (26), we obtain the following ex-

pression

V̇1 = kvṼ
2
dc (31)

From (30) and (31), p̃(t), p̂ (t) L and Ṽdc(t)
L L2. From (25) and Lemma 1, it is easy to

see that
.

Ṽdc (t) L . This implies from Barbalat’s

Lemma [13] that lim
t

Ṽdc(t) = 0. From (42) and the

boundedness of vLd, iSCq, and p̂ (t) , it is easy to see
that iSCd L . From the previous assertions and

the expression of (19), it is easy to see that uq (t) is
bounded if Vdc (t) can be bounded away from zero.

This observation leads us into the next stage of the

proof.

In this stage, we prove that Vdc(t) > 0 t if the
conditions given in (28) and (29) are satisfied. We
start by defining a non-negative function V2 (t) 1

as follows

V2 =
1

2
CdcV

2
dc (32)

After di erentiating (32) with respect to time along

the dynamics of (10), we obtain

V̇2 = vLd +RsciSCd LsciSCq + Lsc
iSCd
p̂

.

p̂

kded iSCd RsciSCq + LsciSCd

kqeq iSCq V 2dcp

(33)
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where we have utilized the design equations of (19)

and (22) to substitute for ud (t) and uq (t). After uti-
lizing the definitions of (13) and (14) in (33), one can
obtain the following convenient form for V̇2 (t)

V̇2 = Vdc
2p̂ 2Rsc iSCded + iSCqeq Rsc(e

2
d + e

2
q)

+kdediSCd + kqeqiSCq vLded

+ pV 2dc Lsc
iSCd
p̂
kpVdcṼdciSCd

(34)

where we have utilized the quasi-steady power balance

equation

Vdc
2p̂ = vLdiSCd Rsc i

2

SCd + i
2

SCq

In (34) above, let us denote the bracketed term by

(t). After utilizing the definition of (14), we can
lower bound (t) as follows

> 1V
2
dc Lsckp Ṽ 2dc +

iSCd
p̂

Ṽ 2dce
2
d (35)

where 1 is a model dependent constant defined as

1 = pmax + Lsckp
iSCd
p̂ max

+
iSCd
p̂
iSCd

2

max

where the maximum is computed over the entire

model and control parameter space. In order to prove

that 1 exists and is bounded, we need to prove the

boundedness of
iSCd
p̂
. We refer the reader to Appen-

dix A for the details of such a proof. We next target

the bracketed term in (35); an upperbound for Ṽdc (t)
in terms of model parameters is derived in Appendix

B. After utilizing (44) in (35), we can find a new lower
bound for (t) in the following fashion

> 1V
2
dc

2Lsc
Cdc

p2e
2Lsc
Cdc

iSCd
p̂

p2ee
2
d (36)

After substituting (36) in (34), we obtain a lower

bound for V̇2 (t) as follows

V̇2 1V
2
dc + Vdc

2pmin
2Lsc
Cdc

p2e

|ed| vLd + (kd + 2Rsc) |iSCd|max

+ |ed| kd +Rsc +
2Lsc
Cdc

iSCd
p̂ max

p2e

|eq| (kq + 2Rsc) iSCq max + |eq| (kq +Rsc) .

(37)

Given the definitions of constants i i = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
in Appendix C and the expressions for ed (t) , eq (t) as

obtained from the solution of (20) and (23), we can

rewrite the inequality of (37) as follows

V̇2 > 6V2 + Vdc
2pmin

2Lsc
Cdc

p2e

2|ed(0)| exp( t/ d)

3|ed(0)|2 exp( 2t/ d)

4|eq(0)| exp( t/ q)

5|eq(0)|2 exp( 2t/ q)

(38)

where the time constants d, q have been previously

defined in the statement of Theorem 2. From (38), a

lower bound for V2(t) is easily obtainable as follows

V2(t) Vdc
2pmin (

2Lsc
Cdc

)p2e
1

6

+
|ed(0)| 2

6
1

d

+
e2d(0) 3

6 2 1
d

+
|eq(0)| 4

6
1

q

+
e2q(0) 5

6
1

q

+ V2(0) exp( 6t)
|ed(0)| 2

( 6
1

d )
e t/ d

e2d(0) 3

6 2 1
d

exp( 2t/ d)

|eq(0)| 4

6 2 1
q

exp( t/ q)

e2q(0) 5

6 2 1
q

exp( 2t/ q)

(39)

The first two rows denote the steady-state part of
the solution while the remainder is the transient. An

inspection of the transient reveals that choosing the

time constants d,q <
1

6 is equivalent to the gain

condition of (28) and ensures that the transient contri-

bution to V2 (t) is always non-negative. Now, it is easy
to see that (29) is a su cient condition on the initial

conditions that ensures that the steady state terms in

(39) are always net positive. Hence, we can say that

Vdc(t) > 0 t which now proves the boundedness
of uq (t). From the previous assertions, it is a simple

matter to show the boundedness of ud (t). A little sig-
nal chasing shows that all plant and controller signals

stay bounded during closed-loop operation.

The final stage of the proof deals with proving that
lim
t

p̃(t) = 0. We begin by di erentiating (25) to

obtain the following equation

Cdc

..

Ṽdc= p̃C 1
dc (udiSCd + uqiSCq + Vdcp)

VdckpVdcṼdc + kvC
1

dc Vdcp̃+ kvṼdc

(40)

From our previous assertions, all signals on the right

hand side of (40) are bounded, so
..

Ṽ dc (t) L which

establishes the uniform continuity of
.

Ṽ dc (t). From
the fact that lim

t
Ṽdc (t) = 0, we also know the fol-
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lowing

lim
t

t

0

.

Ṽdc ( ) d = Ṽdc ( ) Ṽdc (0) = Ṽdc (0) <

From the above assertions and the integral form of

Barbalat’s Lemma [13], we know that lim
t

.

Ṽ dc (t) =

0. From (25) and the strict positiveness of Vdc(t), we
can now state that lim

t
p̃(t) = 0. Thus, all the errors

asymptotically converge to zero. Hence, iSCd(t) and
consequentially, Vdc (t) are regulated to the correct
reference as was hypothesized in Section 4.

7 Simulation Results and Discussion

The simulation results will be made available from the

authors upon request.

8 Conclusions

This paper has presented a non linear control strat-

egy for controlling a STATCOM to act as an instanta-

neous reactive current source with the overall objec-

tive of using it for load voltage regulation. A detailed

large signal stability analysis has been presented to

justify the control scheme. Simulation results show

that the controlled STATCOM acts as a reactive cur-

rent source while compensating for internal losses and

maintaining its dc bus voltage to a reference value.

Using the controlled STATCOM, the voltage magni-

tude controller successfully regulates the load volt-

age. A comparative study of nonlinear and linear con-

trollers to control a STATCOM to act as a reactive

current source has been presented in [14].
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